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Animal EyesQuick Check
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Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the 
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose  
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.

1.  What is this book mostly about?

 a   Animals have different  
kinds of eyes. 

 b   Animals like to see.

 c   Animals see well at night.

2.  What can an owl do well  
because of its eyes?

 a   move its eyes to see clearly

 b   fly in the sky

 c   hunt at night 

3.  How is the way a lizard sees 
different from the way you see?

 a   A lizard can look in different 
directions at the same time. 

 b   A lizard can’t see. 

 c   A lizard can only see at night. 

4.  How are dragonflies and  
many spiders alike?

 a   They have eight eyes.

 b   They see the best at night.

 c   Their eyes are good at seeing 
things move. 

5.  Which animal’s eyes are made  
up of many tiny eyes?

 a   a lizard

 b   an owl

 c   a dragonfly 

6.  Extended Response: Have the 
student think of two animals  
and write how their eyes are  
the same and different. Have  
the student tell how the eyes 
help each animal.



Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the 
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose  
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.

Quick Check Answer Sheet

 1. a   Main Idea and Details

 2. c  Cause and Effect

 3. a   Compare and Contrast

 4. c   Compare and Contrast

 5. c  Vocabulary

 6.  Answers will vary but should 
include valid similarities and 
differences in the animal  
eyes and information on  
how they help each animal.

Main Comprehension Skill: Compare and Contrast
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